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Globally renowned for creating spectacular spaces, Nina
Magon, founder and principal of Contour Interior Design, is
a multifaceted interior designer, delivering luxurious
residential, commercial, and hospitality projects, inclusive
of a curated collection of lifestyle product designs. Known
for her edgy and bold aesthetic, she infuses each design
with her signature style by using bold elements, color, and
timeless modernity. Nina creates uniquely luxurious spaces
and pieces, which excite the senses and are inspired by
worldly cultures, to deliver excellence to her discerning
clientele. In addition to her numerous design awards and
recognition, Nina has been featured in distinguished
publications including Architectural Digest, Elle Décor,
Interior Design Magazine, Hospitality Design Magazine,
Luxe Magazine, The Robb Report, Wall Street Journal and
many more.

NINA MAGON
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HOW IT BEGAN

Our collaboration began with our work together on
the Nina Magon lounge located at the tony Zadok
Jewelers in Houston. This was immediately followed
by her memorably pink-hued Kips Bay Showhouse
bedroom in West Palm Beach. These projects
garnered attention from respected media
publications such as Elle Décor, Veranda, and Luxe.
Our partnership in design and production on these
two projects founded the relationship that began
Nina Magon and Studio M Lighting partnership. The
launch of our product line together has continued to
win over the design community and the media, and
with this we proudly present the award winning and
critically acclaimed Nina Magon x Studio M lighting
collection.
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NM x S•M

Our Debut of NINA MAGON x STUDIO•M at High Point was a 
great success, But do not take our word, see what people are 
saying about it:

“Best Debut at Highpoint” “Hottest Collections”
-Business of Home

“Brands we love from Highpoint”
- Love Happens Magazine

“Best things seen in HPMKT, the Iridescent glass pendants by 
NMxS•M

-Asad Syrkett, Editor in Chief for Elle Decor 

“Seeking the Sublime at Highpoint Market with NM x S•M”
- Aspire Magazine 

Winner of the HPMKT Trendwatch Winner
Listed in two categories

Style Watch at High Point 
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Confidential

Materials are sourced around the world by diverse procurers of quality and 

taste. Our designs are a reflection of those artisans and their local 

communities themselves. 

Many fixtures in our line are hand crafted, such as the acrylic panes of ET2’s 

Rinkle collection or the hand strung jewelry chain of Maxim’s Chantilly. Many 

others use hand applied finishes for texture and dimension such as our 

popular Golden Silver finish. This care in the craft is a constant core value 

since our inception and our discerning clientele continue to choose Maxim for 

this reason. 

With endless sources of materials including concrete, custom crystal, rattan, 

and jewelry chain, our product development capabilities are near limitless. 

Our engineers and industrial designers are sophisticated in different lamping 

types, diffusion methods, and the latest technologies so that we can create 

achieve the exact lighting effect specified.

• z

“RETRO COOL MEETS REFRESHINGLY 

MODERN”
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NINA’S AWARDS

HIGHPOINT TREND WATCH – STRATUM  AND MEGALITH, A STUDIO M COLLABORATION,  ON TREND AWARD (2021)

PAPERCITY DESIGN AWARDS - RESIDENTIAL INTERIOR DESIGN, SINGULAR SPACE - DINING ROOM (2021)

PAPERCITY DESIGN AWARDS - BEST IN RETAIL DESIGN (2020)

PINNACLE DESIGN AWARDS - BEST MAJOR COLLECTION - THE NINA MAGON COLLECTION (2020)

LUXE INTERIORS + DESIGN - LUXE GOLD LIST HONOREE IN: INTERIOR DESIGN (2020)

PAPERCITY DESIGN AWARDS - RESIDENTIAL DESIGN, BEST SINGULAR SPACE, BATH (2019)

MODERN LUXURY INTERIORS TEXAS - BEST CONTEMPORARY DESIGN FIRM (2019)

MODERN LUXURY HOUSTON LUXE LIST - TOP 5 HOTTEST AND EXCLUSIVE EVENTS (2019)

MODERN LUXURY HOUSTON LUXE LIST - MOST GLAM INTERIORS (2019)

LEADER IN DESIGN - THE HOUSTON DESIGN CENTER, (2018)

BEST OF HOUZZ - DESIGN (2017)

BEST OF YEAR HONOREE - INTERIOR DESIGN MAGAZINE (2016)

HOUSTON’S MOST STUNNING RESTAURANT OF THE YEAR FINALIST - EATER HOUSTON (2016)

BEST HOME DECOR BLOGS 2016: - TOP EXPERTS TO FOLLOW - LIVE STYLISH DAILY, CREDIT DONKEY (2016)

NOIR SHINE BY DESIGN - NOIR FURNITURE (2016)

NINA MAGON - MOST STYLISH PEOPLE OF 2016 - HOUSTON CHRONICLE (2016)

BEST HOSPITALITY DESIGNER - RUBY AWARDS ASID (2016)
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Confidential

COLLECTIONS

Embassy Suites 
Arcadia
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Confidential

COLLABORATIONS

UNIVERSAL FURNITURE WALL and DECO COSENTINO Von Gern Home

The evocative design of the global lifestyle brand, Nina Magon, is one that lends itself to an haute couture aesthetic, which is detailed, 
daring, refined, and forward-thinking. Synonymous with the Nina Magon studio's philosophy, each design in her collaborations exude an 
international context of enriched style. Innovative use of fine materials and meticulous detail create one-of-a-kind pieces and 
sophisticated designs that transcend time. Seamlessly blending bold rich elements with sumptuous lines, the collection conveys an edgy, 
yet sophisticated style. Each design brings forth a new and vibrant take on the meaning of luxury. With a unique expression of high 
design and luxurious appeal, Nina Magon’s designs are one that balances opulent warmth with a minimalistic edge.
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Confidential

COLLECTIONS

Embassy Suites 
Arcadia
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COLLECTIONS

Our Fall Release consists of 8 collections of bespoke design 
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C O N TO U R
CORD HUNG
PENDANTS
SM24903 

SM24905  

SM24906

Dimensions
SM24903      12”L x 10.75”W x 22”H

SM24905      22”L x 10.75”W x 28”H

SM24906      24”L x 10.75”W x 36.75”H

Gentle curves descend from the ceiling and pop with spheres of satin white glass shades. Strikingly modern, yet 

elegantly timeless the Contour series exemplifies Nina Magon’s design aesthetic using curved silhouettes and 

bold applications of color. Offered in a variety of rich metallic finishes including Brushed Bronze, Heritage Brass, 

and Polished Chrome as well as made-to-order powder coat finishes, this collection provides the flexibility to 

match more spaces. Choose either warm 3000k or bright white 4000k LED lamps included and complete this 

energy-efficient solution that’ll add visual interest to your space that can last generations.

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Steel

Compliance
JA8 Bulb Title 24

Lamping
4w G9 LED  1200lm  

4w G9 LED  2000lm  

4w G9 LED  2400lm  

Available Finishes
Polished Chrome  (PC

Heritage Brass  (HR)

Brushed Bronze  (BBZ) 

Color Temperature
3000K 

 4000K for PC finish
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C O N TO U R
FIXED STEM
PENDANT
SM24919

Dimensions
Height 57.5”

Width  19.5”

Length 52”

Lamping
19 Light x 4w G9 LED 

3000K or 4000K 

7600 Lumens, CRI 90+

Gentle curves descend from the ceiling and pop with spheres of satin white glass shades. Strikingly modern, yet 

elegantly timeless the Contour series exemplifies Nina Magon’s design aesthetic using curved silhouettes and 

bold applications of color. Offered in a variety of rich metallic finishes including Brushed Bronze, Heritage Brass, 

and Polished Chrome as well as made-to-order powder coat finishes, this collection provides the flexibility to 

match more spaces. Choose either warm 3000k or bright white 4000k LED lamps included and complete this 

energy-efficient solution that’ll add visual interest to your space that can last generations.

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Steel

Available Finishes
Polished Chrome  (PC

Heritage Brass  (HR)

Brushed Bronze  (BBZ) 

C O N TO U R
FIXED STEM
PENDANT
SM24914

Dimensions
Height 45.75”

Width  14.5”

Length 43”

Lamping
14 Light x 4w G9 LED 

3000K or 4000K 

5600 Lumens, CRI 90+

Gentle curves descend from the ceiling and pop with spheres of satin white glass shades. Strikingly modern, yet 

elegantly timeless the Contour series exemplifies Nina Magon’s design aesthetic using curved silhouettes and 

bold applications of color. Offered in a variety of rich metallic finishes including Brushed Bronze, Heritage Brass, 

and Polished Chrome as well as made-to-order powder coat finishes, this collection provides the flexibility to 

match more spaces. Choose either warm 3000k or bright white 4000k LED lamps included and complete this 

energy-efficient solution that’ll add visual interest to your space that can last generations.

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Steel

Available Finishes
Polished Chrome  (PC

Heritage Brass  (HR)

Brushed Bronze  (BBZ) 

Compliance
JA8 Bulb Title 24

Compliance
JA8 Bulb Title 24
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C O N TO U R
FIXED STEM
PENDANT
SM24916

Gentle curves descend from the ceiling and pop with spheres of satin white glass shades. Strikingly modern, yet 

elegantly timeless the Contour series exemplifies Nina Magon’s design aesthetic using curved silhouettes and 

bold applications of color. Offered in a variety of rich metallic finishes including Brushed Bronze, Heritage Brass, 

and Polished Chrome as well as made-to-order powder coat finishes, this collection provides the flexibility to 

match more spaces. Choose either warm 3000k or bright white 4000k LED lamps included and complete this 

energy-efficient solution that’ll add visual interest to your space that can last generations.

Dimensions
Height 41.25”

Width  19”

Length 52”

Lamping
16 Light x 4w G9 LED 

3000K or 4000K (PC)

6400 Lumens, CRI 90+

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Steel

Available Finishes
Polished Chrome  (PC

Heritage Brass  (HR)

Brushed Bronze  (BBZ) 

Compliance
JA8 Bulb Title 24
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C O N TO U R
MADE TO ORDER
FIXTURES

Stems with Light 
5 Light x 4w LED G9

6  Light x 4w LED G9

Color Temperature
3000K or 4000K

Gentle curves descend from the ceiling and pop with spheres of satin white glass shades. Strikingly modern, yet 

elegantly timeless the Contour series exemplifies Nina Magon’s design aesthetic using curved silhouettes and 

bold applications of color. Offered in a variety of rich metallic finishes including Brushed Bronze, Heritage Brass, 

and Polished Chrome as well as made-to-order powder coat finishes, this collection provides the flexibility to 

match more spaces. Choose either warm 3000k or bright white 4000k LED lamps included and complete this 

energy-efficient solution that’ll add visual interest to your space that can last generations.

Canopy Options
Single Port Flat

3 port Round 

5 port round

Available Powder Coats
Palazzo Pink         (PP)

Waynesboro Taupe     (WT)

Stratton Blue        (SB)

Oxford White        (OW)
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Z E P P E L I N 
SINGLE
PENDANT
SM24843

Encased in a brilliantly metallic cage, the Zeppelin showcases airy shapes of precision cut glass with angular details as 
if illuminated jewelry. The framework cage is finished in either a timeless Heritage Brass or sleek Polished Gunmetal so 
that this collection complements both modern and traditional settings. Dedicated LED downlights are recessed within 
the frame to provide additional functional light, while LED lamps are included to highlight the etched details of the 
suspended glasswork. 

Z E P P E L I N
MINI PENDANT
SM24841

Dimensions
Height 12.25”

Width 6.25”

Length 6.25”

Wire 120”

Encased in a brilliantly metallic cage, the Zeppelin showcases airy shapes of precision cut glass with angular details 
as if illuminated jewelry. The framework cage is finished in either a timeless Heritage Brass or sleek Polished 
Gunmetal so that this collection complements both modern and traditional settings. Dedicated LED downlights 
are recessed within the frame to provide additional functional light, while LED lamps are included to highlight the 

etched details of the suspended glasswork. 

Available Finishes
Polished Gunmetal  (GM)

Heritage Brass      (HR)

Lamping
6w MR 11 and LED

3000K 

420 Lumens, CRI 80+

Material
Precision cut glass

Aluminum

Stainless Steel

Dimensions
Height 24.25”

Width 5.25”

Length 5.25”

Wire 120”

Available Finishes
Polished Gunmetal  (GM)

Heritage Brass      (HR)

Lamping
8w MR 11 and LED

3000K

600  Lumens, CRI 80+

Material
Precision cut glass

Aluminum

Stainless Steel
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Z E P P E L I N
FLOOR 
LAMP
SM24848

Encased in a brilliantly metallic cage, the Zeppelin showcases airy shapes of precision cut glass with angular details as 
if illuminated jewelry. The framework cage is finished in either a timeless Heritage Brass or sleek Polished Gunmetal so 
that this collection complements both modern and traditional settings. Dedicated LED downlights are recessed within 
the frame to provide additional functional light, while LED lamps are included to highlight the etched details of the 
suspended glasswork. 

  

Z E P P E L I N 
LINEAR
PENDANT
SM24849

Encased in a brilliantly metallic cage, the Zeppelin showcases airy shapes of precision cut glass with angular details as 
if illuminated jewelry. The framework cage is finished in either a timeless Heritage Brass or sleek Polished Gunmetal so 
that this collection complements both modern and traditional settings. Dedicated LED downlights are recessed within 
the frame to provide additional functional light, while LED lamps are included to highlight the etched details of the 
suspended glasswork. 

Dimensions
Height 7”

Width 6.25”

Length 49.25”

Wire 120”

Available Finishes
Polished Gunmetal  (GM)

Heritage Brass      (HR)

Lamping
22w x MR 11 and LED

3000K 

800 Lumens, CRI 80+

Material
Precision cut glass

Aluminum

Stainless Steel

Dimensions
Height 59”

Width 7.5”

Length 7.5”

Available Finishes
Polished Gunmetal  (GM)

Heritage Brass      (HR)

Lamping
11.5w MR 11 

3000K 

800 Lumens, CRI 80+

Material
Precision cut glass

Aluminum

Stainless Steel
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A L I N A
PENDANT
SM24836

Dimensions
Height 35.25”

Width 7.5”

Length 7.5”

Lamping
6 x 10 Light Integrated LED

3000K 

800 Lumens, CRI 80+

Seemingly limber arms in French Gold are dotted with glowing white glass spheres illuminated by dedicated 
LED light sources. As if 14K Gold bangles with pearl accents are transformed into a lighting fixture that 
whimsically glows as they float from thin stems, the Alina Collection manifests the concept that lighting is 
the jewelry of the room. 

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Steel

Available Finishes
French Gold  (FG)
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A L I N A
PENDANT
SM24833

Dimensions
Height 18.75”

Width 4.75”

Length 7.5”

Lamping
3 x 5 Light Integrated LED

3000K 

400 Lumens, CRI 80+

Seemingly limber arms in French Gold are dotted with glowing white glass spheres illuminated by dedicated 
LED light sources. As if 14K Gold bangles with pearl accents are transformed into a lighting fixture that 
whimsically glows as they float from thin stems, the Alina Collection manifests the concept that lighting is 
the jewelry of the room. 

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Steel

Available Finishes
French Gold  (FG)
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A L I N A
SCONCE
SM24830

Dimensions
Height 17.5”

Width 7.5”

Ext. 3.5”

Lamping
3 x 5 Light Integrated LED

3000K 

400 Lumens, CRI 80+

Seemingly limber arms in French Gold are dotted with glowing white glass spheres illuminated 
by dedicated LED light sources. As if 14K Gold bangles with pearl accents are transformed into a 
lighting fixture that whimsically glows as they float from thin stems, the Alina Collection manifests 
the concept that lighting is the jewelry of the room. 

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Steel

Available Finishes
French Gold  (FG)

Compliance
ADA
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M E G A L I T H
PENDANT
SM24811

Dimensions
Height 17.25”

Width 7.25”

Length 7.25”

Lamping
 1 x 4w LED G9

3000K, CRI 90+

450 Lumens

A monument to the beauty of stone, the Megalith collection is constructed using a robust iron stem that branches off 
to support various panel options. These various elliptical panels are back lit with globes of white cased glass. Choose 
from stone panels sets including Spanish Alabaster, a pleasantly pink Rose Jade, White Onyx or a breathtaking Striae 
Arya with dramatic veining and dark grey color tone. The enduring appeal of the stone’s character boosts the luxurious 
nature of this design. The framework is available in Gunmetal or Brushed Bronze and made to order configurations for 
quick modifications. For a more modern, futuristic approach to the design, the Megalith collection is also offered in a 
retro dichroic glass option. 

Available Finishes
Brushed Bronze      (BBZ)

Polished Gunmetal   (GM)

Stone Options
Spanish Alabaster  (WA)
White Onyx  (OX)
Pink Rose Jade   (RJ)
Striae Arya   (ARY)
Dichroic glass   (DC)
Various Stone Set   (VA)
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M E G A L I T H
SCONCE
SM24810

Dimensions
Height 15.5”

Width 7”

Depth 6”

Ext. 6.75”

A monument to the beauty of stone, the Megalith collection is constructed using a robust iron stem that branches off 
to support various panel options. These various elliptical panels are back lit with globes of white cased glass. Choose 
from stone panels sets including Spanish Alabaster, a pleasantly pink Rose Jade, White Onyx or a breathtaking Striae 
Arya with dramatic veining and dark grey color tone. The enduring appeal of the stone’s character boosts the luxurious 
nature of this design. The framework is available in Gunmetal or Brushed Bronze and made to order configurations for 
quick modifications. For a more modern, futuristic approach to the design, the Megalith collection is also offered in a 
retro dichroic glass option. 

Available Finishes
Brushed Bronze

Polished Gunmetal

Panel Options
Spanish Alabaster  (WA)
White Onyx  (OX)
Pink Rose Jade   (RJ)
Striae Arya   (ARY)
Dichroic glass   (DC)

Lamping
1 Light x 4w G9 LED

3000K, CRI 90+ 

450 Lumens
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M E G A L I T H
MADE TO 
ORDER

Configurations
5 port oval liner 48’

8 light oval liner 72” 

A monument to the beauty of stone, the Megalith collection is constructed using a robust iron stem that branches off 
to support various panel options. These various elliptical panels are back lit with globes of white cased glass. Choose 
from stone panels sets including Spanish Alabaster, a pleasantly pink Rose Jade, White Onyx or a breathtaking Striae 
Arya with dramatic veining and dark grey color tone. The enduring appeal of the stone’s character boosts the luxurious 
nature of this design. The framework is available in Gunmetal or Brushed Bronze and made to order configurations for 
quick modifications. For a more modern, futuristic approach to the design, the Megalith collection is also offered in a 
retro dichroic glass option. 

Panels
Spanish Alabaster       (WA)
White Onyx       (OX)
Pink Rose Jade        (RJ)
Striae Arya        (ARY)
Dichroic glass          (DC)
Various Stone 3 Set    (VA)

Available Finishes
Brushed Bronze        (BBZ)

Polished Gunmetal      (GM)
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STONEWALL
ILLUMINATE
MIRROR & Decor 
SM24800

SM24801

Dimensions    
Mirror  SM24800     22.5”W x 40”H x 3”Ext

Decor   SM24801     14.5”W x 30”H x 3”Ext  

Complimentary wall lighting products display the unique beauty of Spanish Alabaster and our Striae Arya stone 
panels in a modern application. Low-profile ADA sconce options in alabaster as well as illuminated mirrors and 
wall decor pair perfectly with the Megalith collection or stand alone to enhance a room’s décor. 

Material 
Mirror ( only on SM24800)

Stone 

Black Steel

        

Lamping
50w Integrated LED

30w Integrated LED

Compliance
ADA

ADA

Available Finishes
Striae Arya             (ARY)

White Alabaster (WA)
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STONEWALL
ADA SCONCE
SM24811

Dimensions
Height 18”

Width 5.25”

Depth 2.25”

Lamping
15w Integrated LED

3000K, CRI 90+

1050 Lumens

Complimentary wall lighting products display the unique beauty of Spanish Alabaster and our Striae Arya stone 
panels in a modern application. Low-profile ADA sconce options in alabaster as well as illuminated mirrors and 
wall decor pair perfectly with the Megalith collection or stand alone to enhance a room’s décor. 

Stone Options 
Spanish Alabaster

Available Finishes
Heritage Brass (HB)

Compliances
Damp Rated
ADA
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S T I TC H E D
DOWN
PENDANTS
SM24603

Dimensions
Height 16”

Width  5.5”

Length 5”

Lamping
1 Light x 4w G9 LED 

3000K, CRI 90+

Expertly fabricated metalwork constructed to support artisan craft leatherwork in Dark Brown tones. Configured 
to illuminate orbs of light supported at various positions, the white glass spheres cast ambient light from the 
included LED lamps diffused within. The hand applied Brushed Bronze finish compliments the luxurious, genuine 
Dark Brown leather creating a warm soft modern lighting product. Conspicuously joined together around the 
frame’s center, the leather features eye-catching saddle stitching. An exercise in master craftsmanship, the 
Stitched Collection presents a playful, yet handsomely casual lighting collection that agrees with both modern 
and transitional aesthetics.

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Leather

Available Finishes
Dark Brown (BBZ)

   

S T I TC H E D
SIDE PENDANT
SM24602

Dimensions
Height 14”

Width  8.5”

Length 5”

Lamping
1 Light x 4w G9 LED 

3000K, CRI 90+

Expertly fabricated metalwork constructed to support artisan craft leatherwork in Dark Brown tones. Configured 
to illuminate orbs of light supported at various positions, the white glass spheres cast ambient light from the 
included LED lamps diffused within. The hand applied Brushed Bronze finish compliments the luxurious, genuine 
Dark Brown leather creating a warm soft modern lighting product. Conspicuously joined together around the 
frame’s center, the leather features eye-catching saddle stitching. An exercise in master craftsmanship, the 
Stitched Collection presents a playful, yet handsomely casual lighting collection that agrees with both modern 
and transitional aesthetics.      

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Leather

Available Finishes
Dark Brown (BBZ)

Compliance
JA8 Bulb Title 24

Compliance
JA8 Bulb Title 24
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S T I TC H E D
SIDE LIGHT
SCONCE
SM24600

Dimensions
Height 14”

Width  4.75”

Length 5”

Lamping
1 Light x 4w G9 LED 

Expertly fabricated metalwork constructed to support artisan craft leatherwork in Dark Brown tones. Configured 
to illuminate orbs of light supported at various positions, the white glass spheres cast ambient light from the 
included LED lamps diffused within. The hand applied Brushed Bronze finish compliments the luxurious, genuine 
Dark Brown leather creating a warm soft modern lighting product. Conspicuously joined together around the 
frame’s center, the leather features eye-catching saddle stitching. An exercise in master craftsmanship, the 
Stitched Collection presents a playful, yet handsomely casual lighting collection that agrees with both modern 
and transitional aesthetics.

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Leather

Available Finishes
Dark Brown (BBZ)

   

S T I TC H E D
DOWN LIGHT
SCONCE
SM24601

Dimensions
Height 15.75”

Width  4.75”

Length 5”

Lamping
1 Light x 4w G9 LED 

3000K, CRI 90+

Expertly fabricated metalwork constructed to support artisan craft leatherwork in Dark Brown tones. Configured 
to illuminate orbs of light supported at various positions, the white glass spheres cast ambient light from the 
included LED lamps diffused within. The hand applied Brushed Bronze finish compliments the luxurious, genuine 
Dark Brown leather creating a warm soft modern lighting product. Conspicuously joined together around the 
frame’s center, the leather features eye-catching saddle stitching. An exercise in master craftsmanship, the 
Stitched Collection presents a playful, yet handsomely casual lighting collection that agrees with both modern 
and transitional aesthetics.

Material
Satin White Opal Glass

Leather

Available Finishes
Dark Brown (BBZ)

Compliance
JA8 Bulb Title 24

Compliance
JA8 Bulb Title 24
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A R YA
PENDANT
SM24701

Dimensions
Height 9.5’

Width 14”

Length 14”

Wire 120”

Lamping
2 x 5w  Integrated LED

3000K, CRI 90+

400 Lumens

Double stacked hand-blown glass domes plateau to a flattened plane resting marvelously on a cylindrical tube 

striped with dedicated LED light reveals. Glass options of Mirror Smoked or an opulent Emerald Green pair with 

a second clear glass shade. They appear to float as they suspend on the cylinders finished in fine French Gold or 

Polished Black Nickel.  At the end of the cylinder an additional downlight provides functional lighting below.

Glass Options
Clear   (CL)

Emerald Green (GE)

Smoke  (MS)

Available Finishes
French Gold (FG)

Black Nickle (BC)
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S T R AT U M
PENDANT
SM24402

Dimensions
Height 16’

Width 4”

Length 32.25”

Wire 120”

Lamping
2 x 10W  Integrated LED

3000K, CRI 90+

750 Lumens 

Clear slabs of glass a half inch thick are pressed together between two discs finished in Natural Aged Brass. As 
the glass approaches the center, each slab of glass increases in dimension creating a gradation of light revealing 
the glasses’ shape and character. Dedicated LED lighting emits from concealed polycarbonate tubes evenly 
distributing the light source in all directions. These LED tubes terminate at brass discs supported by Dark Brown 
leather straps that both suspend the pendants and conceal the electrical wiring stitched within them. Elevate your 
lighting to the next Stratum integrating bygone modern design elements with innovative technologies and expert 
craftsmanship. 

Material
Brass

Dark brown leather

Glass

Available Finishes
Natural aged brass (NAB)
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S T R AT U M
PENDANT
S M 2 4 4 0 1

Dimensions
Height 15.75’

Width 4”

Length 15.75”

Wire 120”

Lamping
26w Integrated LED

3000K, CRi 90+

960 Lumens

Clear slabs of glass a half inch thick are pressed together between two discs finished in Natural Aged Brass. As 
the glass approaches the center, each slab of glass increases in dimension creating a gradation of light revealing 
the glasses’ shape and character. Dedicated LED lighting emits from concealed polycarbonate tubes evenly 
distributing the light source in all directions. These LED tubes terminate at brass discs supported by Dark Brown 
leather straps that both suspend the pendants and conceal the electrical wiring stitched within them. Elevate your 
lighting to the next Stratum integrating bygone modern design elements with innovative technologies and expert 
craftsmanship. 

Material
Brass

Dark brown leather

Glass

Available Finishes
Natural aged brass (NAB)
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S T R AT U M
Sconce/Flush
SM24400

Dimensions
Height 10’

Width 10”

Ext. 2.25”

Lamping
10w Integrated LED

3000K, CRI 90+

450 Lumens

Clear slabs of glass a half inch thick are pressed together between two discs finished in Natural Aged Brass. As 
the glass approaches the center, each slab of glass increases in dimension creating a gradation of light revealing 
the glasses’ shape and character. Dedicated LED lighting emits from concealed polycarbonate tubes evenly 
distributing the light source in all directions. These LED tubes terminate at brass discs supported by Dark Brown 
leather straps that both suspend the pendants and conceal the electrical wiring stitched within them. Elevate your 
lighting to the next Stratum integrating bygone modern design elements with innovative technologies and expert 
craftsmanship. 

Material
Brass

Glass

Available Finishes
Natural aged brass  (NAB)

Compliance
Damp

ADA
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253 North Vineland Ave

City of Industry, CA 91746

-

626.956.4209

-

Studiomlighting.com 

information@studiomlighting.com

Thank you for your consideration
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